This week at theCurrent we started a brand new
contest with a $200 prize, decided where we
wanted to study abroad, visited the magical
country of Palau, and more!

Review Us and You Could Win $200!
Share your Continental experience on Yelp or Google Plus and you can
enter to win $200 courtesy of FXtoGO! To learn more and to find the
page for your local branch, click HERE.

Read More

5 Great Places to Study Abroad
Views from the top of the Eiffel Tower, relaxing on a sunny Australian
beach, hidden pubs on cobbled streets...you still get a degree for this right?
Check our our 5 favourite cities to study abroad HERE.

Read More

Country of the Week: Palau
Palau was our Country of the Week. It may not be the largest place in the
world, but this Pacific nation has had more than its fair share of historical
events. Add in a unique tribal culture and you have a truly fascinating
country! Read more HERE.

Read More

Travel Guide: Palau
Across the idyllic islands of Palau you can swim with jellyfish, uncover relics
of WWII, and, most famously, experience some of the world's best diving!
See what exactly there is to do HERE.

See More

Currency Spotlight: US Dollar
Decades of American ownership left a permanent impression on Palau not least of which is the official use of the US dollar! Learn more about the
world's benchmark currency HERE.

Read More

Headlines
Every week here at theCurrent we bring you the world's biggest business,
currency, and travel stories. This week: new Governor in Indian banking,
the cost of the wildfires, and more HERE.

Catch Up Here

Rate Tracker
Every Monday we release a special Rate Tracker that breaks down the
CAD over the previous week. Check theCurrent later today for a new
edition, but for now you can enjoy the Rate Tracker for the week ending
August 19 HERE.

See More Here
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It's time to catch our drift:

